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“T

he conditions were
‘Dickensian’. The first
few days were the worst.
I was kept in a tank of
about 40 or 50 people
and the conditions were
indescribable. The stench
was disgusting and at night there was so
much noise – people slamming doors. I
was totally in shock the whole time.”
These were not the words of a dissatisfied
traveller venting their fury about a
hotel stay on TripAdvisor, but those of
70-year-old British grandfather Ray Cole
during a UK TV interview in October of last
year after his holiday in Morocco, which
made national news.
We go on holiday to get away, relax, catch
up on sleep, read that book that’s been
sitting on the shelf for far too long and
expand our cultural horizons. None of us
expect to spend any of that time in a prison
cell, least of all as a direct result of our
sexuality. Ray Cole certainly didn’t.
Ray was on holiday to visit 20-year-old
Moroccan Jamal Jam Wald Nass, with whom
he had struck up a friendship on Facebook.
The two men were approached by police
at a bus stop in the popular, bustling and
colourful Marrakech on September 18, 2014.
Four weeks into a five-week break, Ray was
arrested on suspicion of being homosexual –
a crime that carries a maximum sentence of
three years in prison in the country.
He was sentenced, along with Mr Nass,
to four months in prison after police
searched Mr Cole’s mobile phone and found
a photograph of the two men together.
Knowing that homosexuality was illegal
in Morocco, Ray later said in the same
television interview, that he and his friend
were careful to be "very discreet".
After a successful
campaign engineered
by his family and MP
Nigel Evans, the retired

RAY COLE: ARRESTED
IN MARRAKECH FOR
BEING GAY

magazine publisher was subsequently
released pending an appeal. A petition
and a ‘Free Ray Cole’ hashtag circulated
on Twitter drew support from celebrities
including Stephen Fry, Clare Balding,
Simon Pegg and Lord Alan Sugar,
In subsequent national newspaper
interviews, Ray warned other gay people
travelling to the country: “We were 100%
discreet the whole time, we did nothing
to draw attention to ourselves. We think
someone tipped the police off.”
According to the LGBT2020 report in
2013 by global LGBTI market research
company Out Now, LGBTI travellers
spend 57% more than our heterosexual
counterparts on travel. The same report
also revealed that we have the largest
amount of disposable income of any
demographic group, yet for those of us
who travel internationally, the world can
seem polarised into welcoming and hostile
environments.
Europe west of Russia is free of legislation
against homosexuality and as many as 81
countries and territories currently limit
or forbid same-sex relations. Zimbabwe
President Robert Mugabe has described
homosexuals as “worse than dogs, pigs,
goats and birds.” Russia legislated against
vaguely defined gay “propaganda” and the
ongoing Beverly Hills Hotel boycott resulted
from Brunei’s Shariah legal code suggesting
death by stoning of, among others,
homosexuals. So should we avoid travelling
to countries without a ‘gay-welcoming’
reputation?
“Definitely not,” says American journalist
Griffin Shea, who has permanent residency
in South Africa, where he lives with his
husband and two children, developing the
Griffin Guides travel apps. He visits gayaverse areas regularly.
“I don’t believe in tourism boycotts, which
I don’t think have proved very effective. For
me, travel is one of the best ways to change
minds – our own minds, and the minds of
the people that we meet. Most countries
still have anti-gay laws on the books, but

that doesn’t mean most people are violently
anti-gay as a lot of these laws were inherited
from generations ago.
“While I don’t think we should retreat
into the closet on our travels, I do think it’s
important to respect everyone you meet.
Couples, both gay and straight, should be
careful about following local customs and
laws regarding public shows of affection.
We all remember cases of tourists getting
into trouble for kissing in places like Dubai.
Africa has been getting a lot of headlines
about homophobic laws, but I’d be more
cautious in Middle Eastern countries.”
To gain an understanding of how you
will potentially be treated as an open
gay man in another country, you need
only follow the news. Russia is a good
example. While it continues to be a source
of fascination for travellers, access is still
made relatively difficult by lingering Sovietstyle bureaucracy – visas are obligatory and
accommodation usually has to be booked in
advance. Independent travel is increasing
every year, and visitors are doubly rewarded
by the cultural riches of the country and the
warmth of the Russian people.
However, the level of hostility towards
gay people in Russia is eye-watering. In her
award-winning 2014 documentary Hunted,
journalist and presenter Liz MacKean
exposed just how perilously dangerous
it can be for gay people there, and that
includes visitors.
The propaganda law, passed unanimously
in summer 2013, has been condemned as
isolating Russia’s gay community. Russian
authorities reject the values of liberal
Britain where gay weddings are legal, and
who can forget that when President Putin
told gay athletes they would be welcome
at Sochi, he did ask them to leave Russia’s
children alone. The constant connection
between homosexuality and paedophilia is
piling the pressure on the country’s already
largely hidden gay community.
There are more than 30 branches of the
group 'Occupy Paedophilia' across Russia.
In one harrowing sequence in Hunted,
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filmed with the St Petersburg branch, led
either married or with children, to check in
by a woman, Katya Zigunova, they organise
advance whether their legal status will be
what they call 'safaris', using social media to
recognised in those countries that currently
entice gay men on dates, luring them to a flat
do not have same-sex family legislation. If
where they are attacked and humiliated.
you are travelling with children you should
Liz advises: “Be extremely cautious, even
think about establishing contact with your
in the big cities. If there is any pro-family
country’s embassy or consulate in advance
protest going on, keep away.”
so that you have a name and a number to
In 2013, ILGA (International Lesbian, Gay
hand if there is a problem.
Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association),
Griffin Shea, himself a father of two,
an international
backs this up. “The most
non-governmental
important thing is to
LONELYPLANET’S
organisation, compiled
make sure you bring
TOP RANKED
a research document
copies of all of your
LGBT-FRIENDLY
looking at the legal and
paperwork, especially in
DESTINATIONS:
human rights status
countries like Thailand
▶ COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
of LGBTI people in
where human trafficking
▶ NEW ZEALAND
countries across Europe.
is a big concern. Many
▶ TORONTO, CANADA
Its index was based on
immigration officers
▶ PALM SPRINGS, USA
six themes: equality and
see men travelling with
▶ SITGES, SPAIN
non-discrimination,
children and assume the
▶ BERLIN, GERMANY
family, asylum, biasworst. I keep a file with
▶ SKIATHOS & MYKONOS, GREECE
motivated speech/
official copies of birth
▶ NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A
violence, legal gender
certificates, adoption
▶ REYKJAVIK, ICELAND
▶ MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY
recognition, and freedom
decrees, etc., that I always
of assembly, association
travel with.
and expression. Out of 48 countries, Russia
“If your family doesn’t use the same last
comes bottom, meeting only 7 percent of the
name, or if only one parent is traveling
survey’s requirements. The United Kingdom with the kids, it’s worth carrying a letter
comes top, with 77 percent.
specifically granting permission to travel.”
Liz MacKean highlighted: “As a gay mother
Bar the odd quizzed look about why two
of two, I came home from Russia and said to
men would be sharing a double room, things
my partner how incredibly lucky we are to
rarely go wrong when we travel and cases
live contentedly with our children. The UK
like Ray Cole’s are, thankfully, extremely
feels like a different world.”
rare. However, in the unlikely event of
Having travelled extensively with their
a negative experience, the first thing we
children, Liz and her partner have never had are advised to do is enlist the help of The
any issues while abroad. “As the mothers of
Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO),
two children – each the biological mother
a department of the British Government
of one of them, when we’ve been abroad,
responsible for protecting and promoting
it’s often assumed we’re two single mums.
British interests worldwide.
But the fact the children relate to us both as
Last year, The FCO teamed up with GETA
mothers means that when one of us has been (geta-europe.org) to promote advice to British
with our non-biological child, we are seen as
LGBT tourists as part of the government’s
related accordingly.”
‘Know Before You Go” campaign, which
The same, unfortunately, cannot always
highlights how attitudes towards LGBT
be said for gay dads travelling with
travellers around the world can be very
their children, as two men travelling
different from those in the UK.
with children can sometimes generate
Their over-riding message is that you’re
unwelcome and suspicious reactions.
unlikely to have any problems if you prepare
GETA (Gay European Tourism
well and research your destination before
Association) recommends those gay
you go, something UK couple Stefan Brown
travellers who are part of a ‘rainbow’ family,
and his partner James admit to not doing
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when they travelled to The Gambia.
Stefan told us: “It was a nightmare. We
arrived at the hotel which had armed guards
on the door and were told not to leave the
hotel alone at any costs. After checking in
we were asked by one member of staff if we
wanted any girls later and when we declined
they realised we were boyfriends.
“From then on we were ignored by the
staff, talked about, our room wasn’t cleaned
and we were told the restaurant was full
when it was barely half empty.” Stefan and
his boyfriend left after two days, swapping
flights with a visiting straight couple.
“We were very naive to be honest, but we’ve
learnt from it and now do our research.”
In 2013 LGBTI market research group Out
Now revealed that gay tourism was expected
to be worth more than $200 billion (£128
billion). The United States was the biggest
travel destination followed by Brazil.
Tourist destinations such as Mykonos,
Sitges, Palm Springs and New York remain
huge favourites of the gay community as does
the increasing popularity of gay cruises.
The gay cruise industry has boomed in
recent years – with gay cruise companies
such as Atlantis Events (atlantisevents.com)
leasing enormous 5,000-passenger super
liners to sail gay men from port to port while
they party and dance the night away. The
trend started, as with so many gay trends, in
the United States.
While we hope what happens on board
stays on board, these cruises do sail into and
dock in countries with anti-gay sentiments.
In March 2012, controversy ensued when
U.S. gay couple Dennis Mayer and John
Hart were caught having sex on the balcony
of their stateroom aboard an Atlantis
Events cruise, while docked in Dominica.
After being arrested, they pleaded guilty
to indecent exposure. In an official and
extensive statement released to the press
after they returned home, Dennis and Jon
said “The complaints came from Dominica
dock workers, who were offended.”
“Do your own research of the countries’
laws that you plan to visit. Most importantly,
should something like this happen to you,
act as your own advocate. Do what is in
your best interest. Don’t leave it up to others
and settle for the outcome, make the best

ONE PLACE THAT FEW OF US WILL CURRENTLY CHOOSE TO VISIT IS UGANDA. IN FEBRUARY OF LAST YEAR ITS PRESIDENT, YOWERI
MUSEVENI SIGNED INTO LAW A BILL THAT IMPOSES LIFE SENTENCES FOR ACTS OF 'AGGRAVATED HOMOSEXUALITY’, A BILL THAT
STRENGTHENS ALREADY STRICT LEGISLATION OUTLAWING HOMOSEXUAL ACTS IN THE COUNTRY AND CRIMINALISES THE “PROMOTION OF
HOMOSEXUALITY”. IN EARLY 2014 BRITISH MAN BERNARD RANDALL WAS DEPORTED FROM UGANDA AFTER BEING FOUND WITH A GAY-SEX
VIDEO FOLLOWING THE THEFT OF A LAPTOP CONTAINING PRIVATE VIDEOS DURING A BREAK-IN AT HIS HOLIDAY HOME. HIS PARTNER
ALBERT CHEPTOYEK REMAINED IN THE COUNTRY TO FACE CHARGE OF GROSS INDECENCY, WHICH CARRIED A SEVEN-YEAR PRISON SENTENCE.

In Croatia, an increasingly popular
tourist destination over the last few years,
the population voted in a referendum
to enshrine in their constitution that
marriage should only be between a man
and a woman. The Croatian government
has subsequently passed a same-sex
partnership law, falling short of marriage
but demonstrating the gap between the
legal position and their society’s view on
homosexuality.
John Heppenstall, Head of the Travel
Advice & Campaigns Team at the FCO,
said “Same-sex couples who want
to book and travel abroad have an
abundance of great destinations to
choose from but as ever, our most
important piece of advice is to always
fully research your destination before
booking. It could be the difference
between the trip of a lifetime and one
you’d both much rather forget.”
In many ways, we are ‘guests in their
house’ when we visit a foreign country.
We may not like it or agree with it but it’s
their house so their rules, and while we
demand respect, we should also give it.

DENNIS AND JOHN, ARRESTED IN DOMINICA AFTER BEING
CAUGHT HAVING SEX ON THE BALCONY OF A GAY CRUISE

outcome for yourself. We can’t say that
we have any regrets. We went on vacation
and a lack of better judgement placed us
in a bad situation. We did what we needed
to do to get back to our own country.”
Aside from research, we need to be
aware of the gap between laws and
social attitudes. When joining the EU
for example, those central European
countries have introduced antidiscrimination laws as a condition
of joining, so in some cases the legal
situation is ahead of social views.
This is particularly the case in countries
such as Poland that has a high Catholic
population. In contrast, Prague, in
the Czech Republic, has a thriving
gay community.

GETA’S TOP
TRAVEL TIPS:

▶ CHECK THE LEGAL POSITION OF THE
COUNTRIES YOU ARE PLANNING TO VISIT
USING ILGA’S RAINBOW EUROPE GUIDE
(ILGA-EUROPE.ORG)
▶ REMEMBER THAT LEGAL RECOGNITION
AND SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE MAY NOT BE AT
THE SAME LEVEL, PARTICULARLY AS YOU
MOVE EAST
▶ BE PARTICULARLY CAREFUL IN THE
FORMER SOVIET UNION STATES WHERE
ACTIONS THAT COULD BE CONSTRUED
AS BEING OVERTLY HOMOSEXUAL (LIKE
HOLDING HANDS, KISSING IN PUBLIC,
AND INSISTING ON DOUBLE BEDS IN
A HOTEL) MAY BRING YOU TO THE
ATTENTION OF THE AUTHORITIES AND
ANTI-GAY VIGILANTES
▶ BE CAREFUL WHEN USING SOCIAL
MEDIA HOOK-UP SITES WHICH MAY BE
USED FOR ENTRAPMENT.
▶ CITIES TEND TO BE MORE GAY
FRIENDLY THAN THE COUNTRYSIDE SO
ADAPT YOUR BEHAVIOUR ACCORDINGLY

LESBIAN AND GAY RIGHTS IN THE WORLD
ILGA, THE INTERNATIONAL LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, TRANS AND INTERSEX ASSOCIATION
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PERSECUTION

DEATH PENALTY
5 countries and parts of Nigeria and Somalia

Zambia

Imprisonment
from 14 years to a
life-long sentence
unclear: legislation
not specifically
homophobic but
which can be used
as such

imprisonment,
no precise
indication of
the length /
banishment
Death Penalty
Uncertain

Iraq: persecution by organised non-state
agents / Russia: "Anti-Propaganda law"
restricting freedom of expression and
association
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RECOGNITION

RECOGNITION OF SAME-SEX UNIONS
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Joint adoption
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Countries which introduced laws
prohibiting discrimination on the
grounds of sexual orientation

NO SPECIFIC LEGISLATION
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* These laws are aimed at lesbians, gay men and bisexuals and at same-sex activities and relationships. At
times, they also apply to trans and intersex people. This edition of the world map (May 2014) was coordinated
by Renato Sabbadini (ILGA). Design: Eduardo Enoki. Data represented in this map is based on “State-Sponsored
Homophobia: a world survey of laws. Criminalisation, protection and recognition of same-sex love - 2014”, an
ILGA report by Jingshu Zhu & Lucas Paoli Itaborahy edited by Aengus Carroll, available in various languages on
www.ilga.org. ILGA thanks groups which contributed to the annual update.
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